On the Wings of a Nightingale (Key of G)
by Paul McCartney (1984, written for the Everly Brothers)

Intro:
\[
\begin{align*}
&C & G & D & G7 & Em \\
\end{align*}
\]

G \ . \ . \ | \ D \ . \ . \ | \ G7 \ . \ . \ | \ C \ . \ . \ |
When I love—, I get a feeling like I’m travel-ling through the sky——

C \ . \ . \ | \ G \ . \ . \ | \ D \ \ \ | \ G \ . \ . \ |
On the wings of a nigh-tin-gale——

G \ . \ . \ | \ D \ . \ . \ | \ G7 \ . \ . \ | \ C \ . \ . \ |
As I ride—, my head is reeling, but I don’t even won-der why——

C \ . \ . \ | \ G \ . \ . \ | \ D \ . \ . \ |
On the wings of a nigh-tin-gale I’ll fly——

\[
\begin{align*}
&C & D & G & Em \ \\
\end{align*}
\]

Chorus:
High a-bove, land and sea I’ll be thinking of you— and— me——

Em \ . \ . \ | \ D \ . \ . \ | \ G \ . \ D \ | \ Em \ . \ . |
Couldn’t ask for a bet-ter place to be——

Em \ . \ . \ | \ C \ . \ . \ |
Oh, I can feel something happen-ing

Em \ . \ . \ | \ C \ . \ . \ |
Oh, I can feel something happen-ing

Em \ . \ . \ | \ C \ . \ . \ | \ G \ . \ . \ | \ D \ \ \ |
Oh, I can feel something happening to me——

G \ . \ . \ | \ D \ . \ . \ | \ G7 \ . \ . \ | \ C \ . \ . |
So hold my hand—, I’ve got a feeling that the journey— has just be-gun——

C \ . \ . \ | \ G \ . \ . \ | \ D \ \ \ |
On the wings of a nigh-tin-gale——

G \ . \ . \ | \ D \ . \ . \ | \ G7 \ . \ . \ | \ C \ . \ . |
And if you like——, We’ll fly to-gether to the land of e-ter-nal sun,

C \ . \ . \ | \ G \ . \ . \ | \ D \ . \ . \ |
On the wings of a nigh-tin-gale I’ll fly——

\[
\begin{align*}
&C & D & G & Em \ \\
\end{align*}
\]

Chorus:
High a-bove, land and sea I’ll be thinking of you— and— me——

Em \ . \ . \ | \ D \ . \ . \ | \ G \ . \ D \ | \ Em \ . \ . |
Couldn’t ask for a bet-ter place to be——

Em \ . \ . \ | \ C \ . \ . \ |
Oh, I can feel something happen-ing
Em . . . | C . . . . . . . . | Oh, I can feel something happening
Em . . . | C . . . . . . . . | G . . . . . . . . . D \ \ | Oh, I can feel something happening to me----

G . . . . | D . . . . . | G7 . . . . . | C . . . . When I love---, I get a feeling like I'm traveling through the sky-------


C . . . . . | G\ . . | D\ . . | G\ On the wings of a nigh-ting-gale---
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